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A new technique is introduced based on the m easorement of kinetic energies and angular distributions of fragments in
mukiphoton ionization of molecule Both positive and negative ions are measured as well as neutrals. Information is
obtained about highly excited repulsive states and about the multiphoton ionivtion process itseIf_Examples are report&
for MPI of 12. In a one-laser experiment dissociative autoionization is observed. In a two-Easerexperiment processes are distiguished, that have different intermediate sta-ms. Lifetimes of those states are mesnued Information is also obtained
about an ion pair formation process, leading to a reinterpretation of potential carves.

1. Introduction
Multiphoton ionization of molecaes.became of
considerable interest when suitable lasers made the’
subject experimentally accessiile [I]. The reason
for this interest is not only in the multiphot’on process
itself. There are also two significant practical con:
siderations:
(i) Multiphoton ionization is used as a new spectroscopic tool. The ionization permits sensitive
detection of highly excited bound states via resonant
excitation.
(ii) Resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization is
proposed as a state selective detection scheme.
The fti experiments in the field were bulk experiments in which the fatal amount of ions formed was
mea&e&G a function of laser w&elength and sometimes of laser intensity and polarization [2] YThe techs+iquewas extend* by the use of two Iasers and by
the intr?du$ioq of_molecular beams [3]. It-was
fuither muwed by the use of a mass-f&r in order
tq~dist@&moie&l&
io& from fragment’ions
[4] ;we r&w in&dtiCe a pew approach by &asur&
:
tie&j &&&I& &j &g&i &tr&uti&s
of ionic.
..and n&t&f&&&&
fo_rm&.~‘& basic cOnsid&-

energy can be carried away by a photoelectrOn and
often by fi-agments- Obsemtion of those fragments
can yield information concerning highly excited
repulsive states and also concerning the process itself.
For example if different fragmentation processes
Occur simuIta?eously they can be distingu&cd by the
fact that they produce fiagments with different kinetic energies.
We havechosen I, to demonstrate the principle,
both for experimental convenience and because it is
a well documented system. Much is known about
* ~tr~sc~py
[5] and there are several muitiphoton experimexits done on iodine along the “co&entional” lines [6,7]. Bernstein and co-workers [6d]
studied multiphottin d&so&&on of I, and several
other compounds. They did not perform velocity distributions. One of the many results found by them is
that the pr0cess of resonance enhanced multi-photon
ionization ‘does not follow the least energetically
demanding nute to ion formation”. To understand
the &son for this is one of the g0aIs of the type of
study presented here. :
Tai and Dalby [SC], disso&ting molecular iodine,
found-ftuorescenc&Jm
I &or%,
‘.’ Ieading them to a

lated behaviour as disc&d in section 4.
A study of Na2 multiphoton ionization similar in
spirit to the one described here has been published by
Nitz et al. [7]. They use an extraction voltage for the
ions, small enough to differentiate between Na+ and
Ng_ Because they have only one outgoing channel
this suffices for the analysis. The fragmentation process is governed by an energy balance:
E~=nlh~li-nzhvz-D(U,J)-Eint-E,I-

(1)

Ehg is the energy available for translation of the frag-

ments. The molecule absorbs nl photons of frequency
vl and - in a two-laser experiment - also rr2 photons
of frequency vz _D(u, J) is the dissociation energy
from the uth vibrational and the Jth rotational state
of the ground state molecule. Ernt is the internal energy
of the fragments. Eel is the kinetic energy of the photoelectron (if any). Measurement of fragment kinetic
energies gives insight in the processes that occur. It
yields combined information about the outgoing
channels (Eint) and about rri and rr2_The latter information can sometime: be derived from the dependence of the signal on laser power, but not always
because transitions are often saturated. Denoting the
total absorbed energy by E we schematically list the

main fragmentation processes:
I +I12+E+(I;+)

I +I*;

0)

1 1’+i’
I*+hv+I++e,
I, +E-+(I;+)I+

(I’)
+-I- ,

@I)

I2 +E+(i;+)I~-f-e;

W)

I;(+hV)+I*+I.

CT3

Steps in parentheses are optional. In processes (I) and
(II) the energy balance is maintained, while in process
(III) excess energy can be carried away by a photoelectron. This can be observed in the experiment as it
Ieads to broader energy distributions for the fragment
kinetic energy Ehs_

2. Experimental procedure
The apparatus is an extension of an apparatus
described elsewhere [S] . Fig. 1 gives a schematic diagraa. Two pulsed lasers are fired from opposite directions and perpendicularly to a thermal molecular beam,
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onto which they are focused by means of two suprasil
lenses to a spot of 0.1 cm’ _One laser is a dye laser

producing 5 m.l pulses of 1.5 ps duration. The light is
polarized and the direction of the ekctric field vector
can be rotated. The other is an excimer laser producing
100-200 mI pulses in 20 ns. The light ivas usually
unpolarized but a pohuizer could be inserted. The
delay between the two lasers can be varied and the
firing of the second laser triggers a CAMAC multichannel analyser module. Spectra of fragment intenshies are recorded as a f5mction of flight time. From
this kinetic energies are obtained. The fragments are
detected perpendicularly to molecular and laser beams
in either one or three detector configurations:
(I) An electron multiplier at a 69 mm night path
from the interaction centre for observing ionic fragments with a large solid angle.
(2) A detection chamber containing an ionizerquadrupole-multiplier
arrangement for detecting
neutral fragments at a 100 mm flight path.
(3) With grounded ionizer and quachupole the detection chamber can also be used to observe ionic fiagmentswithasmallsolidangleanata22Onunfhght
pathNegative ions are observed by reversing the Voltages
at the ion detectors.yehaveperfomredtwbtyTesof
experiments. (I) A one laser-two photon‘experirknt

with 193 nm radiation from the ArF line of the mult&as excker laser. (II) A two-laser experiment with
~585 nm from the dye laser plus 248 run from the
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KrF line of the excimer laser. The latter experiment
permitted information to be gained about intermediate states, excited by the initiating laser_ The excited
molecule was Subsequently ionized by the probe laser.
Neither one of the lasers alone could ionize the ground
state molecule.
Care must be taken to avoid Some experimental
problems, the most Important one being the possibility
of creating a space charge in the interaction region by
producing too many ions. The result is a net acceleration of the fragments, invalidating any measurement
of kinetic energy. Fig. 2 shows two time of flight spectra for the Same process, obtained with different molecular beam densities. (Roth peaks are normalized to the
Same maximum.) The faster fragments result from a
higher ion density in the Interaction center. From our
data we estimate an upper limit for the maximum
allowable ion density of lo6 ions per cm3 _At higher
densities space charge made determinationS of fmgment energies unreliable_This sets an upper limit to
count rates and necessitates the use of a large solid
angle in most experiments_ However, in that con&uration background ions are observed which are formed
by the powerful excimer laser either at surfaces or ti
the residual gas_This poses a problem since this background is not spaced uniformIy in time after the
laser shot. For these reasons we have employed diffe-

rent conEgurati0n.s for different experiments: (a) The
small solid .augle was used in the one-laser experiments
for studying processes that are not affected by space
charge, as win be explained below. (b) The large solid
%nglewas used with two lasers as follows: The initiating
laser was tmited on and off alternatively by computer
control. Afterwards the sampled background measured
in the “off’ periods was subtracted from the signal
obt+ined in the “on’.’ periods. In &is way background.
free specs were obtained. The probability that a fragment with a &e&in velocity reaches the detector depends
upon the dist%ilutions of molectilarvelocities and rohtioqon
the fragment kinetic energy and on the sblid
angle of the detector. Because of this a deconvolution
is necessary. It is described in ref.. [S] and more.&en..
Sivelyin ref.. [ 141.

1; was irradiated *th 19$-r& photons (i-42 ev)..
Ionic_ +a&enjs1+re
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Fig. 3. (a) f fragments as a function of their kinetic energy.
The ions are formed in the two-photon (auto) ionization of

12 by 193 nm radiation_(b) Potentialcurvemodelexpkining
12autoionizationdata.

220 mm distance_ Large sig&ls were obtained, disturbed by space charge, that will not.be regarded here
an? further. In addition to those we also observed
signals that were not affected by space ch&ge. This
could be-checked by varying the:beam density. It follo& that those ions must have been formed after the
space charge has been-carried away by themns that
created it. This leads to the~conclusion @at ihe ob-
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Fig- 4. Angulardistributionsof p fragmentswith qpxt tu
the electrictieidvector upon 193 nm irradiation.A = fast
ions, B = slowions,as indicatedin fig_3a. lk brokenlineis
insertedfor clarity.
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Table 1
Ob&vqd fra&entation processes
photons per
wavelength

12.48
2.1
4.2
5
9.7

12.1+5
14.2+5

.248

1
1

2

2+1
2+1

1
2

Observed b,

%WSi
(ev)

we
Scan

I.N
N
N
N
I
N
N
I.N
I

0 +0x4
05
0.7
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’

Delay
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1
2
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I+
E
I’
I
I+

+1-f-e
+I
-+I’
iI’
+ I-(‘s)

I’

+I’

I +c
I+*+1*+e
I+*+I*fe

autoionization

o-15

Yes

5.8
6.1
15-3
5

yes
y”

(1)
(2)

a> 1 indic& ground state I?P,$.
I’ is spin-orbit excited I(2P1,2). I+ is ground state I+C3P2). States I* and p* are unknown.
b, I m-&s ions are observed, N means neutr& are ob&rved. Remarks: (1) The extra photon dissociates I;_ (2) The extra photon
ionizes the I fragment_

ted, the latter ones with the multiplier at 69 mm. The
initiating laser was operated at wavelengths between
600 and 580 nm. Wi’chone step the B(” II,+) state is
formed. The probe laser wavelength was 248 nm. A
variety of outgoing channels was observed, all summarized in table 1. The potential curves relevant to the
preseur experiments are shown s&ematicalIy in fig. 5.
We will now discuss the mdor findings.

4. I_ I..tetmedi%te states

2

Fig._6 shows a time of flight spectrum of fragment
ions with the initiating laser at 596 run. Two peaks are
distinguished that are due to fragments formed through
different intermediate states. This can be seen from
the variation of intensities with initiating laser wavelength- The low energy channel increases in Intensity
around 585 run. It consists of two photon _msonances,
known as the Goodman band [7] _So this channel
involves a two-photon intermediate state. On the other
hand, the high energy channel has a one photon inter.mediate state. It baa the same waveiength dependence
&. the one-photon absorption, as monitored by a reference cell. This is ari important result since -&is technique_permitsus to distinguish between two simultaneo&Iy o&king processes_ Additional information
canhe ‘oi&iine~.ti~tiCtk h&lp_sf the energy b&mce of
eq: (I)_ I+tiy &e I& energy @& is due-t.0 ioll pair
...-.
:
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assumption that no excess energy is carried off by a :
photoelectron~Th& assump~on is clearly riot va&d, in
particular for the lower energies. We con&de that
ionization of the molecuIe & invoked [reaction @I)].
This is consistent with a one-photon intermediate.
state and absorption of two probe laser photons to
form bound 1: (t&l absorbed energy 122 ev). The
molecuku ion is subsequently photodissociated by an
additional photo&. Due to the large number of possi-.
biities for creating and dissociating q no further
attempt is made to assign the peaks in this process.
4.2. Lifetimes
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photon ionization

of 12by 596 plus 248 NIL A schematic
potential ener.aydiagram is inqted. The broken line serves
a visual aid, the solid line is a computei

as

simulation.

formation. The negative ions are observed equally well
and at exactly the same flight ties. This by the way
proves ALhe
reliability of the energy measurement. The
excess energy is Oil5 eV_ This is consistent with a process involving a two-photon intermediate state and the
absorption of one probe laser photon. The molecule
subsequently dissociates into the energetically lowest
possible ion pair channel with a dissociation limit of
8.93 eV [lo] _ The solid line in f%_6 is a computer
simulation assum+g this process. Secondly, peak 1 resulting from faster ions - is reproduced in more
detail in fig. 7. The solid lines are computer simulations
for excess energies of i ,2 and 3 eV made v&h the

By varying the delay between the two iasers the
lifetimes of the intermediate states can be measured.
We End for the two photon state a lifetime of 1.I f O-1 JEG,while the one photon intermediate state shows
an apparent lifetime in the order of 3 us. The B state,
which is reached with one photon, has a known lifetime of the order of 1.5 ps [i l] _However, we must consider the time evohtion caused by the fact that the decay from the upper level (level 2) can repopulate -the
intermediate level (level 1) (see fig. 8). A rate equation
is required in order to describe the time dependent
population Nr (r) of level 1 after excitation. We start
with Nr (0) particles in level 1 and N&r) particles in
Ievel2 (depending upon laser power) and write:

diVI(t)/& = -J?,lVI(t) + r&(O)

e-Q’ ,

in which l/IT1 end l/l?, are the lifetimes of level 1 and
level 2respectively. The solution can be written as
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follows: for rr # l?a :
Nl(t)=

[N;(O)-c]

e-rlt+Ce-r2r

>

with
,

c= r*N2(w(rl-~;>
forrl

=r2:

Nr (f) =N, (6) e-‘l’

+ l?,N, (0) t e-Qr

_

From these equations it can be seen that for lifetimes
and populations of the same order of magnitude the
apparent lifetime of level 1 can be siguificantly enlarged.
Of course the relative population of the two levels
depends upon the laser parameters. Not only power
and pulse duration are iniportant, but also the bandwidth, which in the present case is 3 cm-’
4.3. Ion

paii

fomlurion

The ion pair formation involved in peak 2 of fig_ 6
results from predissociation of a long-lived excited
state. This does not only follow from the fact that the
signal is independent of ion density, like in the autoionization case. It aho~followa from the fact that

Table2

Crossings
of diabatic1; and cr’ + I-) _cwes

spectrosopyofi2
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neaative iona are observed. The cross section for elect&n detachment of i- at 248 mn is larger than Xl-”
cm? 112J . This implies that any negative ion that is
observed must have been formed after the gas laser
pulse. Since we observe approximately. the same
amount of positive and negative ions this sets a lower
limit of much longer than 20 ns to the lifetime of the
dissociative state, which excludes the possiiility of
direct dksociation. The question to be answered is how
can the highly excited Rydberg states couple with the
ion pair forming state. Aa indicated in fig. 5 there are
only two Rydberg states that .can cross at large internuc!ear distance with the ion-pair state. Applying to
them the scaling rules of Olson [13] we obtain the
values of table 2_ Here&,
is defined as the radial
enerw at which half of the particles would follow
the adiabatic channel. It is clear that both crossings
must be regarded as purely diabafic in the present case.
This allows two possible explanations. First of all there
is the possibility of a crossing at very short internuclear distances in the repnlsive part of the poteniiak
Secondly, one may assume that the Rydberg state is
predissociated through another repulsive state, which
crosses the ion pair state at much lower potential
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energy, and which therefore correlates with one of
the lowest dissociation lids
of the molecule. There
are two arguments to supportthis latter assumption.
(a) One might expect high enerm neutrals from
dissociation along the diabatic path of the assumed
crosshg. They should have excess energies of 5.7 eV
for dissociation into two spin-orbit excited fragments
and 6.68 eV for one ground state and one spin-orbit
excited fragment. Indeed, we observe those high energy
peaks in the neutral spectrum, aS shown in fig_ 9. The
peak designated G is due to dissociation by gas laser
photons alone, via the 3Z;1u state. The peaks designated D and DD are due to the dye laser alone, in one
step and two steps (’ Zs) respectiveIy_ The high energy
peaks are observed only with both lasers on.
(b) A second argument can be derived from another
photofragment experiment. Sander et al. [9] perEXCESS
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formed neutral photofragmem sp&troscOpy~on Is
..
with two lasers at $vaveleng& in the visible. They.
measured the adgtllar distribution of frai&icnts~dissociating from the ‘Z&ate.
.The~result.did riot agree:.
with the predicted cos’f? distribution, &ich’can.be
explained by the presence of a~lkedissocikng state,
in agreement with our presentmcdel_
All these arguments imply that the lotiest ion pair
states must have a potent&l energy l&er than pieviowly has been assumed. At least one gerade state can
be reached with two times 2.1 eV and there are in&
cations for cro~ssingswith repulsivk states at larger R ,
rather thanatverysmal.lK

5. Conclusions
The experiments reportkd here show that multiphoton ionization translational spectroscopy (MITS)
can serve to obtain information about (i) *he dynamics of multiphoton ionization and (ii) highly excited
repulsive states_ In the one-laser experiment dissociative autoionization is observed~ The process proceeds
simultaneously along two. channels that&e distin- ..
&shed by fragment kinetic energy-and angular distribution. In the two laser experiments there are two
major conclusioirs: In the first placetwo co&peting
proce.sscs are distinguished thtit proceed through dif-.
ferent intermediate states.- By varying the time delay
between initiating and probe laser we followed the
.fhne evolution of those inte&%iIate states and mea-.
sure.d their lifetirues. This r&i offer possibilities for
future expLiment.5 to gain i&&nation o&e t&o--.
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